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Abstract
Although the return on investment over the last 20 years for mass screening of individual plant
genes to improve crop performance has been low, the investment in these activities was essential
to establish the infrastructure and tools of modern plant genomics. Complex traits such as crop
yield are likely multigenic, and the exhaustive screening of random gene combinations to
achieve yield gains is not realistic. Clearly smart approaches must be developed. In silico
analyses of plant metabolism and gene networks can move a trait discovery program beyond
trial-and-error approaches and towards rational design strategies. Metabolic models employing
flux-balance analysis are useful to determine the contribution of individual genes to a trait, or to
compare, optimize, or even design metabolic pathways. Regulatory association networks
provide a transcriptome-based view of the plant and can lead to the identification of transcription
factors that control expression of multiple genes affecting a trait. In this review, the use of these
models from the perspective of an Ag innovation company‟s trait discovery and development
program will be discussed. Important decisions that can have significant impacts on the cost and
timeline to develop a commercial trait will also be presented.
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Abbreviations: FBA, flux balance analysis; TF, transcription factor; CRISPR/Cas, clustered
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated protein; TALENs,
transcription activator-like effector nucleases; INDELs, insertion of deletion of a small number
of bases; CREs, cis-regulatory elements
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1. Introduction
Significantly increasing plant yield requires a systems-based approach. To achieve step
change increases, strategies will likely need to optimize multiple rate-limiting steps in a plant
including photosynthetic carbon fixation, metabolism and delivery of the increased fixed carbon
to the desired target organ (seed, leaf, tuber), and conversion of the carbon to the appropriate
storage product for the organ (oil, starch, sugar, Fig. 1). Metabolic models to analyze theoretical
yields and determine possible control points for carbon flow have become standard in bacterial
metabolic engineering programs [1-4] but are not routinely used in plant trait development.
Incorporating predictive models or other in silico analyses into a plant metabolic engineering
trait discovery program is a powerful approach to identify gene targets that impact crop yield and
to understand the perturbation of metabolism that may occur upon their modification. For
complex traits such as crop yield that are affected by numerous metabolic pathways operating in
different organs, regulatory association networks can be especially informative in identifying
transcription factors that control the expression of these pathways. Efforts to increase crop yield
have recently been reviewed by Paul et al. [5]. While there have been multiple examples of
increasing yield under greenhouse conditions, there are very few reports where the increased
yield has successfully been translated to the field [5], with manipulation of trehalose-6-phosphate
phosphatase levels in maize [6] and altering the rate of recovery from photoprotection in tobacco
[7] some of the few examples. Obviously additional insight into the metabolism and regulation
of yield traits is needed. This review will highlight efforts to incorporate a systems-based
metabolic engineering approach into a commercial trait discovery and development program,
using yield traits as an example. Once an interesting trait prospect has been identified, the
choice of methods for trait engineering for commercial line development can have a large impact
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on commercialization timelines and cost. Thus this review will also provide a small Ag
innovation company‟s perspective on the importance of understanding the trait execution
strategy, target markets, and competition at the beginning of the engineering process.

2. Gene discovery tools
2.1.

Understanding plant metabolism to guide target selection
Predictive models can provide a greater understanding of a plant system of interest and

allow the user to define different inputs that depend on the trait being developed and the model
being employed. Some models, such as flux-balance or kinetic models, can help identify steps
that might limit carbon flow in pathways and/or determine how the system as a whole might be
perturbed when enzyme activities are changed or novel enzymes are added to the system. Other
approaches, such as transcriptome-based regulatory association networks, can help identify
transcription factors that may modulate multiple steps in a target metabolic pathway(s) to
achieve a desired outcome. These models allow the researcher to move away from the
traditional trial-and-error approach for screening groups of genes one at a time, or thousands of
individual genes through high-throughput screening where good targets may be missed due to
design of the selection strategy. Instead a science-based approach is pursued, informed by the
predictive models, to identify a small group of candidate genes to thoroughly test. Limiting the
number of genes entering a transformation or gene editing pipeline for in vivo analysis frees up
resources for more detailed functional validation and characterization of the genes allowing the
researcher to gain a greater understanding of the traits at early time points in a commercial
pipeline.
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2.1.1

Stoichiometric flux-balance analysis (FBA)
Flux-balance analysis, or FBA, is based on linear programming optimization and is one

of the most useful tools for understanding how a metabolic network functions as a system [8-10].
Its greatest utility lies in probing the limits and features of a network rather than in predicting its
behavior. The only inputs required to use FBA are a stoichiometric network (itself derived from
genomic and/or pathway information), an objective function, and a basis (Fig. 2). The
stoichiometric network is a representation of all reactions present in the system, including
enzymatic reactions, transport functions, inputs, and outputs. Typically, some composite
reactions are used as well, such as “biomass” formation being defined as the consumption of a
linear combination of metabolites based on composition information from the literature or
experimentation. The objective function is a directive to maximize or minimize a particular flux
or sum of fluxes. A common objective function is the maximization of biomass production, but
the user may also want to maximize the flux to particular products, or may alternatively want to
minimize the consumption of a particular input or the synthesis of an unwanted byproduct. The
basis is a benchmark flux or group of fluxes, typically an input or output, to which the entire
solution is scaled; e.g., an uptake of 1000 photons per unit time or an output of 10 mmol sucrose
per unit time. The scope of the system can also be defined; i.e., one might choose to use only
source tissue such as leaf, use only sink tissue such as seed, or include both within a single
system. The solution given by FBA is the maximum or minimum value of the objective function
and an entire set of fluxes that allows this to be met (Fig. 2). These can be used to calculate
theoretical yields or compare pathways for a specific product or biological process.
Several FBA models that have been described in the literature for plant systems are
summarized in Table 1. For our work, we have used the AraGEM [11] and C4GEM [12] models
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as foundations and modified them as needed for particular problems, occasionally drawing from
other models.

Table 1. Comparison of plant FBA models described in the literature.
Model
Barley seed

Year
2009

Poolman

2009

AraGEM

2010

C4GEM

2010

bna572

2011

iRS1563
AraGEM

2011
2012

Mintz-Oron
Barley seed
Cheung
AraGEM

2012
2013
2013
2015

C4GEM

2016

C4GEM

2018

Description
Metabolic network of primary metabolism in the
developing endosperm of barley seed
Genome-scale metabolic model of Arabidopsis primarily
derived from the annotations in the Aracyc database
Construction of genome-scale model for C3 plants based
on Arabidopsis
Construction of genome-scale model for C4 plants, an
extension of AraGEM
Development of Brassica napus seed storage model and
assessment of permissible flux ranges under optimality
Extension of C4GEM specifically to maize
Use in investigation of metabolic responses to
environmental variables
Tissue-specific genome-scale model of Arabidopsis
Development of dynamic whole-plant FBA model
Extension of Poolman to estimate maintenance energy
Extension of AraGEM to multi-tissue model for analysis
of whole plant systems
Use in multi-omics integrated model of bioenergy
grasses
Use of multi-tissue extension of C4GEM to probe the
production of a novel product within the plant

Reference
[13]
[14]
[11]
[12]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23], this
issue

The structure of an FBA problem is completed by the addition of constraints, or
limitations on what values certain fluxes or sums of fluxes are permitted to have. The basis, in
this sense, is in fact itself a constraint. The simplest kind of FBA problem has the single
additional constraint that there can be no accumulation of any chemical species, but several other
constraints can be introduced that make FBA more relevant and useful. Examples of such
additional constraints are briefly summarized in Table 2. More-sophisticated FBA constraints
and algorithms are reviewed by Kim et al. [3].
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Table 2. Example FBA constraints that can help to generate more useful results.
Constraint
Correct reversibility of reactions
Use found maximum/minimum as constraint, then
minimize sum of all fluxes
Limitations on inputs
Fixed ratio among two or more fluxes
Set fluxes to zero, one or more at a time

Rationale
Avoids solutions that rely on thermodynamically
unlikely fluxes
Provides simplest solution and eliminates futile
cycling
Reflects availability of resources in real system
Allows extent of phenomena like photorespiration
and cyclic electron flow to be specified or varied
Determine features essential to yield

FBA is useful not only for defining the limits of production of a system, but also as a basis of
comparison with experimental flux data (or at least literature convention) to suggest
improvements to the system. The availability of experimental flux data is certainly limited in
plants, especially in leaves where the substrate is CO2, but there are several sets of data
corresponding to sink tissues, where the substrates are, e.g., sucrose and amino acids [24-32].
For example, we used FBA to determine the maximum theoretical carbon use efficiency of
soybean seed biomass and compared this optimum to flux data from cultured seeds obtained by
Allen et al. [25](Supplementary Material). The cultured cells converted about 79% of available
carbon to biomass, while the theoretical maximum at the same light level would be about 84%.
This indicates that the soybean seed in culture was operating at about 94% of the theoretical
maximum, even without considering maintenance energy expenditures. If this is true in a whole
plant, then maximizing soybean seed yield should be considered an upstream (photosynthesis)
problem and not a downstream (seed filling) problem.
Examination of a set of fluxes generated by FBA can also be useful even without
experimental data for comparison, because it can highlight the most important reactions, which
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in some cases will not have been understood a priori to be important. These are often transport
fluxes, given the highly compartmentalized nature of plant cells, but they can also be reactions
necessary for recycling or balancing cofactors, clearing away byproducts, or completing carbon
cycles. When examining a set of fluxes produced by an FBA model, one can not only visualize
the fluxes in a diagram to understand carbon flow, but also account for all sources and sinks of
any metabolite. This can be especially important for currencies such as ATP, NAD(P)H, CO2,
etc., because the paths of these currencies reveal the backstory of what the simulated cell is
trying to accomplish.
A greater understanding of maximized yield can be obtained by introducing a series of
constraint sets whose solutions can be compared. For example, one might assess not only yield
numbers but also metabolic adjustments likely to take place under changing conditions like light
intensity or nutrient availability. For example, one might compare metabolism when the
nitrogen source is nitrate (less reduced) vs. ammonia (more reduced) to see where the savings in
reducing equivalents might be applied, and to what extent. A user can compare the efficiencies
of different metabolic modes, such as C3 vs. C4 carbon fixation [33], or assess the potential
effects of introducing novel genes or pathways into an existing metabolic network. Other
extensions to FBA that suit particular needs have been outlined by Dal‟Molin and Nielsen [34].
A powerful example of the use of FBA that synthesizes many of the above points is the
integration of novel carbon-fixation and assimilation modules into AraGEM that improve carbon
efficiency without using thermodynamically unfavorable carboxylations, which are often present
in these modules. We performed this analysis by combining stoichiometric information from
novel cycles including those of Bar-Even et al., 2010 [35], Bogorad et al., 2013 [36], Kebeish et
al., 2007 [37], Mainguet et al., 2013 [38], and that of the AraGEM model [11], vetting
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stoichiometry using KEGG (http://www.genome.jp/kegg/), and then using linear programming to
optimize biomass formation from a fixed number of photons and unconstrained CO2 uptake
(Supplementary Material). The optimum chloroplast-localized module produced by the analysis
– that is, all added reactions along with endogenous reactions that connect them together – is
shown in Fig. 3. When incorporated into an AraGEM-based model, this optimized module gave
an increase in theoretical biomass yield from CO2 of 63.1% when photon-limited growth was
considered. The module is remarkable in that it does not require thermodynamically unfavorable
carboxylations, as some such modules proposed in the literature do. There are a few caveats: For
one, the alanine aminomutase (AAM) enzyme is evolved from a lysine 2,3-aminomutase that
does not normally accept β-alanine as a substrate [39], and for another, it would be preferable to
use a transhydrogenase to generate NADH rather than malate dehydrogenase because this
enzyme favors malate formation. The largest caveat, of course, is that implementation of this
module would require the integration and successful expression of many genes from many
sources, and this is not a reasonable undertaking with current technological and regulatory
limitations (see section 3.2). Furthermore, successful expression of all the genes would by no
means guarantee a yield increase in greenhouse or field testing, because the new module would
be likely to perturb other facets of metabolism, necessitating iterative corrective measures, and
because an increase in the ability of the leaf to produce photosynthate does not always translate
to increased yield of sink tissue, which is often the target product of a crop. However, this
exercise is a good illustration of the power of the FBA methodology.

2.1.2. Kinetic models
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A kinetic model is essentially a list of time-dependent equations that collectively describe
a metabolic system (Fig. 2). In principle, a kinetic model can be used to identify bottlenecks that
limit carbon flow because the activities of enzymes and concentrations of metabolites can be
varied within the model at will and the resulting effects on system fluxes noted. In this sense it is
a complement to FBA, because it can help to assess the tractability of solutions FBA provides.
In practice, however, kinetic information is usually quite incomplete, and even with a large
quantity of metabolic data one may be left to make many unsubstantiated assumptions. Despite
this, it can still be a useful exercise to run a kinetic simulation because even low-resolution
predictions can reveal larger themes. A low-resolution kinetic model can be set up in the
absence of any experimental data by considering the thermodynamics of reactions. The simplest
kinetic model of this type treats each enzyme simply as a facilitator of the approach to
equilibrium, which, despite complexities introduced by allosteric properties, is what an enzyme
is. Therefore, one can still anticipate accumulations or scarcities of metabolites, interplay among
metabolic sectors that share metabolites and cofactors, and potential bottlenecks even with this
simple treatment. Equilibrium constants can be estimated by the group contribution method
using, e.g., the online tool eQuilibrator (equilibrator.weizmann.ac.il). As more kinetic
information is gathered, it can be added to the system. A straightforward application of any
kinetic model is to use a sensitivity analysis to project which enzymatic or transport activities are
likely to have the greatest effect on the objective function we seek. Although there are
occasional examples in microbial [40] and cell-free [41] systems in which this kind of approach
is credited as the main factor in metabolic engineering success, usually the kinetic model is but
one tool in analyzing such a system. While whole-plant kinetic models would be quite large and
unwieldy, often we are interested in a specific aspect of plant metabolism such as photosynthesis
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or nutrient utilization, and indeed many of these aspects have been modeled kinetically and
backed with at least some experimental data, so one can often find a good starting basis from
which to construct a model. These kinds of models have been reviewed previously by others
[42, 43]. Efforts have been made to develop methodologies for genome-scale kinetic models that
can be implemented without very much experimental kinetic data [44-49], because the ability to
assemble and study a larger system from even a simple kinetic/thermodynamic perspective
would be a very useful additional tool.

2.1.3. Limitations
While FBA and kinetic models can be used to predict the impact of changes in activity of
endogenous enzymes or the addition of novel enzymes to the plant system, there are still some
significant limitations in their use and incorporation into a trait development program. In some
plants, the genome is not well annotated. Thus even if an enzyme activity or transport function
is identified as a key control point for flux, it is not trivial to identify the gene(s) that may be
associated with the activity. In addition, many organelle and intercellular transport functions are
not well characterized or the range of molecules that can be transported by a particular
transporter is not known. There are significant metabolic functions such as maintenance that are
difficult to estimate [20]. Kinetic information for plant enzymes is often quite incomplete. It is
also very important to note that no modeling technique can stand on its own without experienced
observers such as metabolic engineers and plant scientists to judge the relevance and
applicability of the results. Despite these limitations, we have found that these models provide
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valuable information about plant metabolic networks that can inform trait discovery programs,
and these benefits will be expanded with the continued generation of „omics‟ data for plants.
2.2.

Transcription factors
Modifying the expression of transcription factors (TFs) is a promising alternative to

manipulation of multiple genes encoding metabolic pathway enzymes. As master regulators of gene
expression during plant growth, development, and stress response, TFs are excellent candidates for
modifying complex traits such as yield or stress tolerance. In fact, some of the genes that were
modified during the domestication of key agricultural crops, such as maize, rice, and wheat, are TFs
[50-52]. In addition, modifications to TFs have also been associated with key varietal differences in
major crops [51]. It is thus not surprising that TFs have been a major target of genetic engineering
strategies to increase stress tolerance and maintain or increase crop yield [53]. Despite the rapid
expansion of the discovery of transcription factors through genomics and bioinformatics in the last
decade, only a limited number of these genes have been subjected to extensive functional
characterization. This is in part due to discovery platforms that have committed resources to largescale screening efforts of hundreds to thousands of TFs [53] rather than knowledge-based approaches
that utilize in silico methods to map gene networks and identify a small handful of TFs predicted to
impact a trait. The latter approach allows resources to be dedicated to detailed functional validation
of the genes.

2.2.1. Transcriptome-based gene regulatory association networks
The analysis of gene networks has been used in medicine to understand gene modules
and transcriptional changes that impact diseases and to aid drug discovery work (see for example
[54-56]). Such networks have not been used as extensively in crop science despite their potential
power for gene discovery to impact multi-genic traits such as crop yield or stress tolerance.
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Transcriptome profiling, using microarrays or RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq), has been used in
plants to identify simple gene networks responding to defined experimental conditions, such as
drought stress (Fig. 4A, reviewed in [57]), as well as the discovery of transcription factors
controlling processes, such as the accumulation of insecticidal flavones [58] and balancing
immunity and crop yield (reviewed in [59]). With the more recent availability of large-scale
datasets that measure gene expression across diverse conditions in plants, building and
understanding the broader transcriptional organization of the cell using co-expression networks
became possible [60]. The creation of these transcriptome-based regulatory association networks
has enhanced gene network mapping and gene identification efforts (Fig. 4) such that TFs that
play key roles contributing to a trait can be identified through “guilt-by-association” principles
(Fig. 4B). Several co-expression databases and web resources across many model and crop
plants are now available [61-63] including for example a rice co-expression network to explore
abiotic stress responsive genes [64], a platform for genome-wide predictions of seed-specific
regulatory interactions between TFs and their target genes in Arabidopsis [65], and a coexpression network encompassing information from eight plant species to map genes associated
with the production of specialized metabolites [66]. The use of these networks, or the creation
of new networks, provides a powerful approach for exploring the global context of genes and
pathways associated with a particular trait in plants [67], and for the identification of new
enzymes and TFs (Table 4) or to assess the expected associations between TFs and their
downstream targets and/or biosynthetic pathways [68].
We have used transcriptome-based gene regulatory association networks in our
laboratory to identify genes to increase yield. Using rice transcriptome datasets and strategies
similar to those described by Ambavaram et al. [69], we have identified several novel global
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regulatory genes from switchgrass that increase key parameters of photosynthesis and
significantly increase biomass and root production ([70], this issue).

The use of the

transcriptome-based regulatory association networks to perform an initial in silico screening of
TF genes that might impact yield allowed us to focus transformation and wet-lab experiments on
only a handful of gene candidates and utilize resources for in-depth analysis of a group of plants
rather than high-throughput screening of thousands of genes and plants.

Table 4. Example gene networks and their use for trait discovery
Gene Discovery with Network
Gene
Trait
Crop
Genes identified
Network
Arabidopsis cellulose synthesis
Arabidopsis CESA genes
thaliana
thaliana
glucosinolate
Arabidopsis MYB
biosynthesis
thaliana
seed desiccation
Arabidopsis PLATZ1, PLATZ2,
tolerance
and AGL67
thaliana
rice
starch biosynthesis
rice
Rice Starch regulator 1
lignocellulose

rice

higher grain yield,
environmental stress
tolerance
biomass yield

rice

wheat

Medicago
truncatula

oil palm

Reference
[71]
[72]
[73]
[74]

cellulose and other cell
wall genes
Higher Yield Rice
(HYR)

[68]

switchgrass

PvBMY1 & PvBMY3

wheat spike
architecture

wheat

seed development

Medicago
truncatula
Medicago
truncatula
oil palm

TaPAP2, WFZP,
TaLAX1 TaRA3,
TaTFL1
MtABI3

[70], this
issue
[75]

seed storage and biotic
stress
oil biosynthesis

seed storage and
defense related genes
NF-YB-1 and ZFP-1

[69]

[76]
[77]
[78]

2.2.2. Identification of gene targets that are regulated by TFs
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Once a TF is functionally validated in a plant through transgenic or genome editing
approaches, the resulting plant displaying the trait, such as a high-yielding plant, can be further
analyzed to identify the genes and pathways that the TF is controlling. This can be done through
a variety of methods such as microarray, RNA-seq, or chromatin immunoprecipitation
sequencing (ChIP-Seq). Besides providing basic information on the metabolic and signaling
aspects of transcriptional cascades associated with the TF, this exercise can also provide a unique
set of targets to manipulate to refine a trait (Fig. 5). Modulating the expression of some TFs can
cause pleotropic effects. While these unwanted effects can sometimes be solved using different
promoters, including stress-inducible promoters [53], understanding the gene networks
associated with the TF may lead to the identification of metabolic genes, transporters,
downstream TFs, or other regulatory genes that could be alternative targets to achieve the same
beneficial outcomes while eliminating the unwanted pleiotropic effects. Useful genome editing
target leads for the trait of interest may also be discovered using this approach. While
downregulated gene targets are currently the most straightforward to manipulate by mutating the
coding sequence of the gene through editing methods such as CRISPR [79], modification of cisregulatory elements or promoter replacement can also be used to upregulate genes using
CRISPR, but currently these are more difficult to implement. This will likely change as genome
editing technologies mature. The impact of modifying specific metabolic and/or transporter
genes on a given trait can be predicted using the FBA models described in Section 2.2. This
integration of the FBA models into outputs obtained from transcriptome-based regulatory
association networks is a powerful method of prioritizing the list of gene editing candidates to
enter a trait evaluation pipeline (Fig. 5).
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3.

Design and Implementation of Pipeline
Once gene targets have been identified and proof-of-concept experiments have been

performed to validate the gene targets, there are multiple commercialization decisions that
should be made before a commercial line development program is initiated (Fig. 6). Aside from
the commercial issues, the choice of the method that will be used for engineering the trait into
the plant is key. This decision alone can significantly affect the overall timing and cost of
regulatory approval for the trait. Longer timelines increase commercialization costs, creating
higher economic hurdles for commercial go/no-go decisions and lower interest from investors.
This in part may explain why so few GMO traits have been commercialized.
3.1.

Method of engineering

3.1.1. Transgenic and cis-genic traits
If the gene of interest is not found naturally in the host plant, then producing a transgenic
plant is necessary. Trait genes derived from bacterial sources, such as the classic herbicide
tolerance or pesticide resistance traits, often fall into this category and to date have been by far
the most successful traits commercially. There are significant regulatory hurdles that must be
overcome to enable commercialization of transgenic technologies depending upon how the
transgenic plant is made. The current regulatory framework in The United States under The U.S.
Department of Agriculture‟s (USDA) Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service‟s (APHIS)
regulation 7 CFR part 340 pertains to genetically engineered organisms that are or that may have
the potential to be a pest risk to plants. This includes genetically engineered plants that have
been engineered through the use of Agrobacterium tumefaciens, itself a plant pest, or that contain
introduced genetic sequences from plant pests, which often find their way into the transgenic
plant from the regulatory sequences used for gene expression in plant transformation vectors.
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Developing a transgenic trait and taking transgenic lines through the regulatory approval process
is expensive and time consuming, with some estimates suggesting costs of approximately $136
million per trait and lengthy product development timelines of between 11 and 16 years,
depending on the crop, with an average of 13 years [80]. These numbers and timelines reflect
the total cost for a fully deregulated trait for the export markets. Historically, discovery and
construct optimization have accounted for about $59 million of these costs with another $13.5
million for commercial event selection [80]. Today, these numbers may be reduced somewhat
by advances in our understanding of gene expression and a significant decrease in the costs of
DNA sequencing and other genomics technologies. Advancing a trait through these first steps is
then followed by 5-7 years of introgression, breeding, and wide-area testing at a cost of about
$28 million. Typically this is carried out in parallel with regulatory science and registration
activities at a cost of around $35 million [80]. There are examples of shorter timelines, which
should inherently have much lower costs, for modified fatty acid composition oilseeds which in
general are not intended to be exported as unprocessed seed but typically processed into oil and
meal in the location of origin. For example Arcadia Biosciences, Inc. reported that they
developed and commercialized their Sonova 400 GLA safflower oil containing gamma-linolenic
acid in less than six years [81], significantly lower than the crop average of 13 years reported by
McDougall [80]. Even so these costs limit the number of technologies that are brought to market
and essentially limit the companies that can afford to commercialize these technologies to a few
major agricultural companies. This in turn has stifled innovation in the sector which is often
driven by small companies that likely cannot afford the regulatory costs. In the U.S., however,
there has been some progress in producing transgenic traits that will have a reduced regulatory
path, and thus a reduced commercialization timeline and cost, through USDA-APHIS‟s “Am I
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Regulated?” process. There are several examples in which companies or universities have
produced transgenic plants without the use of Agrobacterium-mediated transformation
technology, and in which the technology to engineer the plant does not use or incorporate any
plant pest or plant pest sequence, where USDA-APHIS has provided the opinion that the
resulting plants are not regulated by the agency [82]. It is important to note that these plants may
still be regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) or the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), depending on the crop and its intended use. If this policy stands, it
opens up the possibility of reducing the regulatory burden for new traits in the U.S., especially
for traits that simply produce more of a natural plant product, such as seed or oil.
For a cis-genic trait, the gene sequence of interest, as well as the promoter and terminator
for expression of this gene sequence, are all derived from the host plant. Essentially native plant
parts are re-inserted into the plant to provide a different pattern or level of gene expression,
which is in essence analogous to a gene duplication that takes place in nature. Such traits are
expected to have a reduced regulatory burden in the U.S. if non-Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation methods such as particle bombardment or protoplast transformation are used.

3.1.3. Genome editing
Genome-edited traits, especially those in which simple INDELs (insertion or deletion of a
small number of bases) are created, are expected to have the most straightforward regulatory
path since similar simple mutations or small insertions could happen naturally in plants over
time. Genome-editing technologies such as CRISPR/Cas (clustered regulatory interspaced short
palindromic repeat/ CRISPR-associated protein), TALENs (transcriptional activator-like effector
nucleases), or zinc-finger nucleases can be used in plants to create these INDELs to alter the
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activity of a gene product. These technologies can also be used to remove genes completely, edit
control sequences such as promoters, or even perform targeted insertions of genes through
homologous recombination [79, 83], a process, which also occurs in nature.
The CRISPR genome editing technology is unique among the genome-editing
technologies for its simplicity. A Cas nuclease, or one of the other multiple CRISPR nucleases
that are now available [84], and a single guide RNA (sgRNA) with homology to the modification
target, are the only components necessary for induction of targeted DNA cleavage. The natural
error-prone repair mechanism of the plant creates the INDELs which can then be screened
through next-generation sequencing methods. The CRISPR technology has created excitement
among plant scientists because precise, routine genome editing is a key tool that has been
missing from the plant metabolic engineering toolbox. Multiplex CRISPR/Cas-mediated
genome editing, achieved by delivering multiple sgRNAs targeting different genetic loci
simultaneously, has been achieved in plants [79, 83, 85], including in our laboratory in Camelina
sativa, an industrial oilseed with an allohexaploid genome (Yield10 Bioscience, unpublished
results). This opens up the possibility of efficiently making multiple edits to a plant genome to
modify genes associated with complex traits such as crop yield. Random mutagenesis had
already been a routine part of plant breeding for many years before the advent of genetic
engineering, but gene targets which have multiple copies in the genome or for which there is no
effective phenotypic screen are recalcitrant to mutagenesis approaches. This is no longer the
case with CRISPR because plants can be screened for the designed mutations by next-generation
sequencing. With the availability of the CRISPR technology, the main question is which targets
to edit. The quantitative FBA models (Section 2.1) and the use of transcriptome-based gene
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regulatory association networks to identify editing targets (Section 2.2, Fig. 5) can play key roles
in identifying candidate gene targets.
In the U. S., there are multiple examples in which USDA-APHIS has determined that
CRISPR or other nuclease-edited plants that have simple INDELs are not regulated by the
agency through their “Am I Regulated?” process [82], including a Yield10 Bioscience generated
line of Camelina sativa that contains a single base insertion in all three allohexaploid copies of a
gene designed to increase oil yield [86, 87]. It is important to note, however, that plants
generated through the CRISPR process that are not regulated by USDA-APHIS may still be
regulated by FDA or EPA, depending on the crop and its intended use. The responses by
APHIS on the regulatory status of genome edited lines have significantly increased the interest in
using CRISPR for engineering plant traits because the technology would notably reduce
regulatory timelines and thus costs, making the use of this technology more feasible for small
companies with limited resources. This increased interest is mirrored in the investment
community as evidenced by the successful Initial Public Offering by Calyxt in July, 2017.
Despite the excitement over CRISPR, the complicated patent landscape and broad claims
in place or contemplated for the technology may limit its use, and there is concern that this will
hurt innovation [88]. The societal implications of limiting the use of the CRISPR technology are
great. In plant science, this could affect innovation in areas of global need, including the need to
significantly increase crop productivity by 2050 to sufficiently feed, fuel, and clothe a growing
world population [89-91]. DuPont Pioneer and The Broad Institute have recently announced
that they will be jointly providing non-exclusive licenses to their CRISPR/Cas9 technology
platforms for commercial agricultural research and development [92]. While this announcement
is a step in the right direction and both parties should be commended for this approach, it
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remains to be seen whether the eventual licensing terms stimulate a new wave of companies and
innovation in agriculture.

3.2.

Feasibility of approach
Complex transgenic pathways requiring the use of expression cassettes for many genes

are currently technically very difficult to implement, and regulatory approval for such
approaches would be very costly to gain. An example of such a pathway is the novel optimized
synthetic carbon fixation cycle described in Fig. 3. This novel pathway would require expression
cassettes for up to 14 genes to produce the enzyme activities required for the pathway that are
not naturally present in a plant chloroplast to enable the functioning of the trait. Other
adjustments might be required as well, such as knockouts of genes encoding competing activities
or tuning of native activities to accommodate the novel functions without compromising plant
health. There are examples in the patent literature, including work from our laboratory [93], on
developing such highly advanced plants, demonstrating that this approach is more than
scientifically feasible with some complex genetic engineering efforts. However, commercializing
plants containing such pathways would be very difficult under current regulations due to their
complexity and the fact that they often contain multiple enzymes that are not native to plants.
Serious thought would be required before pursuing commercial line development for such a
pathway in the current regulatory environment. The commercial feasibility of complex pathway
implementation could however become more favorable as plant genetic engineering technologies
mature, regulatory conditions change, and society becomes more accepting of transgenic plants.

3.3.

Product and competition
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As with any product that is brought to market, the trait developer needs to be confident
that the proposed trait will provide a product differentiated from what is already on the market as
well as possess an understanding of traits being developed by competitors and when they are
likely to be available. With the long product development and regulatory timelines that currently
plague plant biotechnology, this is difficult to determine with certainty at the initiation of a
commercial line development program, but it is a significant part of deciding whether to fully
invest in the commercial development of a trait. As new technologies are developed that may
have simpler regulatory paths, such as trait engineering through CRISPR or advanced breeding
technologies, the trait developer needs to assess whether these methods are likely to deliver the
same trait performance at a lower cost. For transgenic yield traits, such an assessment would
likely project whether breeding approaches can deliver the same yield gain as the transgenic
technology during the timeframe required to complete the transgenic regulatory approval
process.

3.4.

Perspective of a small company
Seed sales in large-acreage commodity crops such as corn, soybean, and canola are at

least in North America dominated by a few large agricultural companies. What was once the
“Big Six” has now been reduced to the “Big Three” with the acquisition of Syngenta by
ChemChina, the merger of Dow and DuPont, and the ongoing acquisition of Monsanto by Bayer.
The new DowDuPont has around a 36% market share in soybean, Monsanto possesses
approximately 30%, and the remainder is distributed among a number of small players. The
situation is similar for corn. In addition, cross licensing of traits for herbicide tolerance, pest
resistance, drought tolerance, and yield is the prevalent business model to maximize the acreage
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exposure for traits and to provide the best options for farmers. Innovation companies working in
trait development need to reflect on this reality before positioning themselves to compete directly
with the majors in the large-acreage crops and may be better served by positioning themselves as
trait or technology providers instead. Success stories of small Agbiotech innovation companies
successfully partnering with the Ag majors are scarce, and in general, frustration on both sides of
these partnerships would appear to be the norm. Clearly the Ag sector needs to reconsider how it
works with small companies and adopt a different business model, leaning more towards models
from the Biopharma sector, where a powerful innovation ecosystem has been created and
nurtured. Perhaps new tools like CRISPR represent an avenue to create a similar innovation
engine for agriculture. With the growing global population, an increased use of animal protein in
diets, and the negative impacts on agricultural productivity from climate change and loss of
arable land to infrastructure, the time is right for new thinking. Potential deal structures range
from early licensing of technology to the larger company, with the handover of all aspects of the
commercial development, or the small company progressing the technology through advanced
development and field trials, essentially de-risking the technology so that more of the value can
be captured by the small company. A key reason for the success in the pharma space is that the
typical small company has been far more committed to demonstrating the success of its
innovations than the typical larger licensee, who would merely progress one more gene through
an already-too-large pipeline. Big pharma recognizes this and accepts that the small company
must be highly incentivized and rewarded for driving that success, preferring to support the
innovator and pay more for the product when it has been de-risked. In the end, these partnering
decisions will depend on the trait and the resources of the small company, but should be factored
into the decision-making process early in the product development pipeline.
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4.0. Conclusions and Future Directions
Many of the genetic changes in crops that occurred during domestication have been
found in cis-regulatory elements (CREs) of genes, and often CREs of TFs, likely changing the
timing and pattern of gene expression without changing the gene product [94].

During

functional validation experiments of some of the TFs listed in Table 4, including for example
PvBMY1 [70], PvBMY3 [70], and HYR [69], researchers also changed the level, timing, and/or
pattern of the gene‟s expression in its native crop, without altering the function or sequence of
the encoded TF, to achieve a beneficial trait. Instead of modification of CREs, the researchers
placed the native coding sequence of the TF behind a heterologous promoter. Now that genome
editing technologies such as CRISPR are part of the plant metabolic engineering tool box, they
can be used to precisely modify the CREs of these TFs to create an improved crop delivering the
beneficial trait with a more favorable regulatory path for commercialization, essentially using
CRISPR as a molecular breeding tool.

In fact, it has been suggested that accelerated

domestication using targeted genome editing could be used to create the next generation of new
crops [95]. Identifying targets will be a key factor to the success of such approaches. The use of
transcriptome-based gene regulatory association networks and FBA to identify and understand
the role of proposed gene targets in controlling a trait is a step that our laboratory is pursuing in
this direction. Our recently reported identification of the switchgrass PvBMY1 and PvBMY3
yield enhancing genes ([70], this issue), and the presence of orthologs for these genes in major
food crops, result from the use of these efforts.
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Figure Captions.
Fig. 1. Simplified schematic tracking carbon flow in an oil seed plant. Blue arrows track carbon
flow at various points of the plant‟s metabolism and developmental growth. CO2 fixation with
the photosynthetic Calvin cycle forms sucrose used for plant vegetative growth. During
reproductive stages, transfer of carbon from source (leaf) to sink (seed) tissue supplies carbon for
production of seeds. During seed filling, fatty acid and lipid biosynthetic pathways participate in
the conversion of carbon to produce the primary seed storage product, oil. To achieve step
change increases in seed yield and/or seed oil content, metabolic engineering strategies will
likely need to optimize rate-limiting steps at multiple points in these processes to increase
photosynthethic carbon fixation and efficiently convert the increased photosynthate to production
of seed and oil.

Fig. 2. Stoichiometric and kinetic models, illustrating their input components, outputs, and uses.

Fig. 3. Synthetic carbon-fixation/assimilation cycle optimized for yield derived from an
AraGEM [11] modified FBA (see supplemental material). Colored arrows illustrate selected
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reactions from the inputted carbon fixation cycles [35-38] used to form the optimized synthetic
cycle for carbon fixation in the chloroplasts and are as follows: blue arrows, reverse glyoxylate
shunt described by [38]; green arrows, endogenous plant reactions; purple arrows, 3hydroxypropionate (3HP)/4-hydroxybutyrate (4HB) cycles as described by [35]; red arrows,
non-oxidative glycolysis (NOG) reactions as described by [36]; brown arrows, malonyl-CoAoxaloacetate-glyoxylate (MOG) pathways described by [35]. The photorespiratory reactions
described by Kebeish [37] were not selected by the model for the optimized synthetic carbon
fixation cycle. Abbreviations are as follows: AAM, alanine aminomutase (AAM is evolved
from a lysine 2,3-aminomutase [EC 5.4.3.2] that does not normally accept β-alanine as a
substrate); ACC, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; ACL, ATP-citrate lyase; ACO, aconitase; APT, βalanine-pyruvate transaminase; E4P, erythrose-4-phosphate; F6P, frucotose-6-phosphate; FAB,
fatty acid biosynthesis; FRD, fumarate reductase; FUM, fumarase; ICL, isocitrate lyase; MCL,
malyl-CoA lyase; MCR, malonyl-CoA reductase; MDH, malate dehydrogenase; MTK, malate
thiokinase; OAA, oxaloacetate; 3-OP, 3-oxopropanoate; PTA, phosphotransacetylase; PYC,
pyruvate carboxylase; XPK, xylulose-5-phosphate phosphoketolase. Numbers beneath enzyme
names are Enzyme Commission (EC) numbers. Oxidized forms of NADH and NADPH and
protons are omitted for simplicity.

Fig. 4. Construction of gene networks using standard and largescale expression datasets.
A. Workflow showing standard gene expression analysis designed to address specific biological
questions or defined conditions.
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B. Transcriptome-based gene regulatory association networks derived using large scale datasets.
The co-expression network shown in (B) is from [68] and depicts a network for cell wall
synthesis in rice. Modules within the network represent groups of genes associated with
particular biological processes or metabolic pathways. “Guilt-by-association principles” [96, 97],
which assume that genes with similar expression patterns are likely to be functionally associated
and may participate in the same or similar functions, can be used to identify global regulatory
genes, or TFs, that interact with pathways of interest.

Fig. 5. Identification of genome editing targets from transcriptome-based gene regulatory
association networks. High-yielding lines obtained from functional validation of global
regulatory genes can be used to identify genome editing targets for future engineering efforts.
The transcriptome of the high-yielding plant is analyzed using RNA-Seq or microarray analysis
to identify genes controlled by the global regulatory genes. Alternatively, chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-Seq) can be used to identify the genes that the TFs bind.
FBA is used to predict the relevance of candidate metabolic gene editing targets in controlling
the trait, allowing the prioritization of gene targets in a trait development pipeline. Methods to
modify the gene through genome editing are listed in the green boxes and depend on whether the
activity of the gene product should be increased, decreased, or eliminated.

Fig. 6. Decisions affecting a commercial trait development program. Step 1 in any trait
development program is the trait discovery and proof of concept. This involves testing the gene
target to make sure that it delivers the desired trait. There are many decisions that can be made
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in Step 2 that will impact the commercial timelines and costs of developing the trait. These
include decisions on the engineering approach, the feasibility of commercializing the approach,
product competition in the marketplace, and, especially for small companies working in
commodity crops that are dominated by large agricultural companies, decisions on partnering
prospects.

Appendix A.
Supplementary Material

For comparison of cultured soybean seed data to flux balance analysis (FBA)-optimized fluxes
described in section 2.1.1, the AraGEM model was used as the stoichiometric framework. The
objective function was the maximization of seed biomass, whose composition was defined using
the values of Sriram et al. [27] and Harwood [98]. The basis for the model was the inputs given
in Allen et al. [25]. The light level was approximated by varying its input level until the Rubisco
flux of Allen et al. [25] was matched. Nitrogen sources permitted were ammonia and nitrate.
Photorespiration was permitted but not required. Maintenance energy was not considered.
Transport functions of AraGEM were replaced by those of Cheung et al. [20] to reflect
antiporters where they are known to exist, though this did not alter the overall yield results.

For generation of the synthetic carbon fixation cycle shown in Figure 3, the AraGEM model was
once again used as the stoichiometric framework, including the biomass equation. The objective
function was the maximization of biomass, with a basis of 100 photons absorbed per unit time.
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The sole carbon input was CO2, and the sole nitrogen source was nitrate (both unlimited).
Photorespiration was set at 28% (the percentage of Rubisco activity with O2 as reactant) so that
the observed loss in photon efficiency observed by Zhu et al. [99] was matched. Maintenance
energy was not considered. Unfavorable carboxylations were eliminated based on
thermodynamic estimations obtained using the online tool eQuilibrator
(equilibrator.weizmann.ac.il). These included reverse pyruvate dehydrogenase (or
pyruvate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase) and reverse 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase (or 2oxoglutarate:ferredoxin oxidoreductase) reactions.
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